
“I’ve always been fascinated by engineering and healthcare, but I’m 
more of a people person. Looking for the skills to combine both? Join 
us!”

We need a visionary Team Manager
(40 hrs) to guide our new team

Medical Sciences and Technology
Liza Boormans

Team#1 made a drone that serves beer. Team#2 said: “A drone that makes you happy? 
Let’s use it to cheer up hospitalized children!”. Team#3 improved on the healthcare 
vision. It is your job to continue in our footsteps, and motivate your team to take Blue 
Jay’s vision to the next level.

Your Job

After stepping into our office, it is clear that at Blue Jay, we work. Every square meter is 
filled with pieces of drone. We kick off the week with a team meeting, followed by a 
wild team night mid-week, cold beers included. Friday, the technical staff comes 
together to discuss what we achieved that week.

About Us

To apply, send your résumé and cover letter to apply@bluejayeindhoven.nl. You will 
receive confirmation of your application within 3 days from Liza, Mike or Ties (our 
previous Team Manager). The selection procedure starts in June, and in the meantime 
you will get invited to our VIP-evenings!

What Now?

Who Are You?
We’re not looking for a boss. They’re not hard to find. Instead of shouting at people 
from behind a desk, you have the ability to make your team believe in your vision and 
ideals. When you do, they’ll effortlessly work overtime fuelled only by coffee and micro-
waved leftovers. #LikeATeamManager

Detecting emergencies even before they happen? Reducing work-
load on caregivers? Stimulating elderly to live indepently?  Well, 
there is a drone for that. But not just a drone. Student team Blue Jay 
Eindhoven develops indoor, autonomous and interactive drones to 
improve healthcare. Our flying force is a multidisciplinairy, motivated 
team of 20 students, coming from all over the world. No ECT’s or 
salary, just the will to innovate, learn how you cannot live without 
coffee and be good to society.
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Contact us on

Is something about this vacancy unclear? Would you really like to apply, but do you 
think you don’t match 100%? Or can you contribute to our team in a way that we 

didn’t think of? Don’t worry, we’ve got you covered. Leave us a message on
apply@bluejayeindhoven.nl, and we’ll figure it out together!

Something we MISSED?

Electronic Systems

User Interaction DesignArtificial Intelligence Marketing

Flight ControlHuman Vital Signs Aerodynamics

3D ModelingManagement


